ADDITIONAL CLASSIFICATION

Students who are classified as Senior BS/MS, also known as UGG students, can be found in Navigate within Advanced Search by using the Classification field under “Term Data”. You can then use the enrollment term to find those currently enrolled and any specific college/majors you would like. Once you export those results you can filter between Senior and Senior BS/MS.

NEW TAGS

As of 10/26/2022 a new tag of 2 or more U grades was added in Navigate for students who received midterm grades for Fall 2022. The Course Request Submitted – Spring 2023 tag was added on Monday, October 24th around 2:00pm and will be updated again on Wednesday, November 2nd.

SUCCESS SPOTLIGHT

As of October 24, 2022, at 2:00pm, 15,127 students had submitted course request for spring 2023!

NEW CARE UNIT

In the near future we will be adding an additional care unit for the Graduate School as they are onboarding additional departments and the Graduate School as a whole, stay tuned for more information.